
Plants Shared with Quail Valley Garden Club: 
What Houston cultivation tactics have worked for Merrill O’Neal 

 
Alternanthera “Party Time” – Grow as a ground cover, hanging basket, or pot in full 
sun or as much sun as you can to keep the pink color bright.  Fertilize monthly with 
fertilizers such as super bloom or Peters 20/20/20.  Grows easily from cuttings.  If it gets 
leggy, just trim to your preference.  Likes lots of water. Can take temperatures into the 
low 40’s. 
 
Alternanthera “Snow-on-the-mountain” Same as item above  
 
Alocasia “frydek” – One of the many wonderful alocasias.  This one has velvety 
leaves and will tolerate temperatures in the 20’s.  It will die down in the winter; so keep 
the area on the dry side and make sure where it is planted if you do not grow it in a 
container.  Likes shade to filtered light and can grow up to 3 feet long. Peters 20,20,20 
is fine for fertilizer. 
 
Alocasia “crinkles”- Similar conditions to Frydek but does not grow so large and 
usually make many offsets. 
 
Caesalpinia pulcherrima – Is root hardy here and produces brilliant orange blossoms 
all summer.  Makes lots of seed for new plants.  Takes full sun and may die back if 
winter is somewhat severe.  Also does well in a pot.  Super bloom is a good fertilizer for 
it. 
 
Clerodendron trichotomum – Is also root hardy and usually survives our winters with 
no problem.  Makes a small tree, great for filtered light requirements for other plants.  
White blooms and blue seed pods in the fall make it an interesting plant.  Superbloom is 
fine. 
 
Costus igneus –Great in a container.  Clumps up to two feet.  Blooms great orange 
blossoms off and on all summer and loves shade or filtered light.   Easily propagated by 
cuttings.  
 
Crinum oliganthum (dwarf crinum)- Hardy little crinum ony four to six inches high with 
a 1 to 2 inch white bloom, Clumps and will take full sun or shade.  Super boom is fine. 
 
Cryptanthus “Black Magic” – One of my favorite cryptanthus (bromeliads).  Small to 
three inches.  Will clump and propagates by pulling out new shoots as they get half the 
size of the main plant.  Blooms only once in the center periodically. Some sun or bright 
filtered light.  Also great for a kitchen window.  Superbloom 
 
Disocactus romulus – Great as a hanging basket.  Usually only grows up to ten or so 
inches. Full sun. Cream blooms with red berries. Propagates by cuttings of seed. 
Superbloom 
 



Dorstenia turnerfolia – One of the best dorstenias. Easy to grow and has interesting 
waxy leaves and a black bloom stem from which small seed pop out in other pots, but is 
not invasive.  Best in filtered light or shade.  Peters 20,20,20 is fine. 
 
Euphorbia geroldii- One of my favorites – a crown of thorns (euphorbia) but without 
the thorns.  Likes full sun and can get leggy; so I keep in pot (or hanging basket) where 
it has space to hang down.  Blooms all the time.   Super bloom 
 
Euphorbia species ??? – Do not know much about this plant and have been unable to 
find its name.  I am told it is in the euphorbia family.   Blooms are insignificant but 
beautiful green/brown leaves make it very attractive.  Grow where it can hang down the 
pot (or hanging basket).  Will thrive in sun or shade and propagates itself by shooting 
out seed into other pots.  Not invasive 
 
Ficus x Amstel King – Do not know much about this ficus, a new hybrid; but it grown 
easily and looks good.  Same care as most ficus (sun and water) 
 
Hoffmania refulgens (taffeta plant- An unusual plant with beautiful leaves.  Blossoms 
are rather insignificant.  Likes lots of water and propagates by cuttings. Peters 20,20,20 
works well 
 
Hibiscus acetosella – A fast growing hibiscus shooting straight up.  Can reach 8 to 20 
feet; but can be trimmed at almost any height and grows easily from the trimmed 
branches.  Has dark red one inch blooms along the stalk but must reach a few feet in 
height before they appear.  Likes lots of water 
 
Hibiscus tillaceus –Another fast growing and tall hibiscus (can reach ten to 12 feet).  
Have never seen it bloom in Houston.  Full sun to bet a myriad of colors in the leaves 
from green to white to pink to burnt red.  Peters is fine 
 
Hoya kerrii variegata (Sweetheart Hoya) – A beautiful hoya, with heart shaped 
leaves.  Does best in a basket.  Slow growing and takes full sun to part sun.  Peters.  
Propagates by cuttings. 
 
Huernia species –There are many huernias in the stapelia family and all of which 
produce small fascinating blossoms as opposed  to much larger blooms in some 
stapelias. Require little care.  Full sun.  Peters or super bloom.  Grows by cuttings 
 
Ludisia disicolor (Jewel Orchid)- My favorite orchid.  Great in small pots in a kitchen 
window or in a hanging basket.  Likes morning or late afternoon sun and lots of water 
with orchid fertililzer.  Blooms a tall spike of white flowers in Jan/Feb. 
 
Neoregelia Tricolor perfecta (miniature) – A great bromeliad with beautifully colored 
leaves and does not get too large.  Blooms blue blossoms in the center and will last in 
color for months.  Likes bright filtered light or morning or late afternoon sun. 
 



Mussanenda lutea- An interesting shrub to four feet with white bracts and small yellow 
flowers.  Likes lots of water and will take full sun to bright filtered light.  Superbloom.  
Tender to mid forties. 
 
Orthophytum “Starlight” – Another interesting bromeliad which will do well in a basket 
and will  take a lot of sun.  Can grow in a pot or basket.  Superbloom 
 
Oxalis succulente- A non invasive oxalis which clumps.  Likes shade or filtered light 
and blooms pretty yellow blossoms off and on all year.  Superbloom 
 
Pedilanthus tithymaloides (Red Bird Plant) – Does well in lots of sun when the 
leaves get pink white and red.   Not too easy to bloom but makes a very interesting pot 
plant.  Propagates from cuttings.  Peters or super bloom.  My stock plant is five feet tall 
and quite beautiful 
 
Rhoeo bermudensis – A tiny rhoeo which likes morning or afternoon sun and water.  
Clumps but does not bloom like the R spathacea.  Peters.  Propagates from the clumps. 
 
Rhoeo spathacea – Common name is “Moses-in-a-boat because the blooms look like 
little boats with people in them.  Can have either all green or variegated leaves with 
purple underneath each leaf.  Can take morning or afternoon sun or filtered light. 
Propagates from offshoots.  Peters or super bloom 
 
Ruttya fruiticosa- A vining shrub with unusual orange and black blossoms.  Full sun.  
Will bloom a while, the rest, and then bloom again.  Can trim as  you please or let grow.  
Seems to bloom on new growth.  Super bloom 
 
Smiithiantha – Do not know too much about this gesneriad but has beautiful velvety 
purple leaves and a stalk of (generally red bell shaped flowers – but there are other 
colors also.  Treat as an African violet.  Bright window or early morning or late afternoon 
sun or filtered light.  African violet food. Tender 
 
Solandra maxima – A sprawling vine that seem to bloom huge golden cups in the fall.  
Can be trimmed but blooms on new growth.  Likes lots of water and propagates from 
cuttings.  Super bloom. Can take it into the 30’s 
 
 
 
I have found most of these hardy into the forties (and some into the high 30’s), 
depending on where you live and how well they are protected outside (i.e. under  heavy 
shade, south side of the house, etc. 
 
 
 
 


